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Abstract. The situation in which Ukraine has found itself since February 2022 has also contributed to the development of digitalisation of all processes in higher education. Thus, higher education institutions have forms of control such as course design, diploma design, various practices, etc. In this context, the issue of digitalising the process of diploma design is the most relevant since explanatory notes to qualification works must be kept at the university upon graduation and go through several stages to be admitted to defence. The article presents the experience of the Zhytomyr Polytechnic State University in digitalising the process of diploma design. The procedure of preparing and defending a qualification work with a detailed description of each step is presented. The article discusses the peculiarities of implementing an electronic digital signature in the Zhytomyr Polytechnic Portal.
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1. Introduction

Recent events in Ukraine, including the pandemic and war, have accelerated the digital transformation of all educational sectors, with higher education being no exception. Unlike secondary schools, many processes in higher education were traditionally conducted in person. However, the circumstances that Ukraine has faced since February 2022 have further propelled the digitalisation of all aspects of higher education.
Higher education institutions employ various assessment forms such as course projects, diploma projects, and diverse internships. Among these, the digital transformation of diploma projects is particularly pertinent. This is because the explanatory notes to qualification works, which must be stored at the university upon graduation, must undergo several stages before they are approved for defence.

Consequently, it was resolved to elevate the preparation for the defence of diploma projects through digital transformation amidst martial law.

Based on the legislation of Ukraine [15, 16], in 2022, Zhytomyr Polytechnic issued an order to experiment with the use of digital documents and electronic signatures during the diploma design and defence of qualification works in the speciality 121 “Software Engineering”. By [15], an original digital document is an electronic copy of a document with mandatory details, including the author’s electronic signature. The legal force of such a document cannot be denied solely because it has a digital form [15].

2. Theoretical background

Sych, Khrykov and Ptakhina [10] have identified trends in the development of higher education due to its digitalisation, among which it is worth paying attention to some of them. Namely, educational digital technologies have great potential in assessing and accounting for educational activities, introducing a mixed form of the educational process, and practical orientation of educational systems. As a result, the authors conclude that the modern digital transformation of education is the primary means of developing higher education and extends to all areas of activity of contemporary universities [10].

Bygstad et al. [4] presented the digital education space in the form of a diagram (figure 1).
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**Figure 1:** Digital learning space [4].

Scientists define the digital learning space as a set of three components: technical, pedagogical, and organisational. The authors describe the technical component as combining digital education and digital subjects. They see the pedagogical element for the redefinition of roles between participants in the educational process in the digital learning space. The researchers see the organisational component in the interaction of institutions with the broader society through the digital learning space [4].
Vdovychyn, Kohut and Sikora [14] considers the feasibility of using Google’s digital tools to organise the educational process in crisis social situations (the authors distinguish between the pre-COVID, COVID-19, and military periods of higher education in Ukraine). The researchers argue that distance learning contributes to the safety of the subjects of the educational process. After all, distance learning provides fast communication, operational planning, re-planning, documentation, and storage, ensures student access to learning materials, and diversifies ways to achieve results.

Belousova, Belousov and Narkevich [2] define the areas of influence (professional, environmental, functional) of the virtual environment on the university and propose their methodology for assessing the level of digitalisation of higher education institutions. To determine the level of university digitalisation, researchers suggest three groups of indicators: digitalisation of the educational process, digital literacy of students, and digital literacy of teachers.

The possibilities of using various digital educational tools and digital learning platforms in the educational process are considered by Ciarko and Paluch-Dybek [5]. The author also cites several problems that may arise in such implementation.

Various scholars have also conducted studies of distance learning [13] and the possibility of using multiple types of digital educational resources about the educational process as part of the digital transformation of the educational process [12], didactic aspects of the digitalisation of university education [1, 11], and the global digitalisation of the academic and scientific space [6].

The article [3] discusses the advantages and efficiency of electronic document management systems (EDMS) and how they can be implemented in companies of different sizes. Burtylev et al. [3] propose a method for implementing EDMS that involves using a system of requirements to ensure the effectiveness of electronic document management.

However, research shows that the issue of digitalisation of the process of admission to the defence of theses has not yet been studied.

3. Results

As part of the digital transformation of all educational processes at Zhytomyr Polytechnic State University, an information system was developed to include a module responsible for the diploma design process, from accepting papers for the defence to the actual reason.

The digitalisation of the diploma design process makes it possible to significantly increase the efficiency of the process of writing a qualification work, switch to electronic documents and eliminate the need to use paper copies of documents, speed up communication between all participants in this process, prevent potential corruption, and organise the practical work of the examination committee during defences. The most important advantage provided by the proposed approach and the developed software product is to offer a real possibility of remote protection of qualification works in conditions when the higher education student, supervisor, reviewer, chairman, and members of the examination committee are in different places and communicate using Internet communication and have the opportunity to familiarise themselves and work with documents (qualification work, review, feedback, certificate of verification of employment for borrowing, etc. All papers are signed with electronic signatures and uploaded
to the information system “Zhytomyr Polytechnic Portal” (from now on – IS). This allows for organising an electronic repository of qualification works and related documents.

By digitalisation of the diploma design process, we mean the complete transition of all stages of diploma design from paper to digital, including submission of the work in digital format, digital signature, review by the supervisor and return for revision, digital signature of the supervisor, generation of supervisor’s feedback and external reviews with digital signatures, etc.

An electronic digital signature is data in electronic form obtained from cryptographic transformation, which is attached to other data or documents and ensures their integrity and author identification [9].

According to the Law of Ukraine “On electronic identification and electronic trust services”, an electronic signature - electronic data attached to or logically linked to other electronic data and used by the signatory as a signature [17].

As stated in [8], the following requirements must be met when storing electronic documents:

1. The information contained in electronic documents must be available for further use.
2. It must be possible to restore an electronic document in the format in which it was created, sent or received.
3. If available, information must be stored to establish the origin and purpose of the electronic document, as well as the date and time of its sending or receiving.

Writing and defending qualification papers is divided into eight steps (figure 2). However, they are preceded by a preparatory stage where the secretary of the examination board enters information into the IS. It involves entering the composition of the examination committee (figure 3) and, for each higher education student, the topic of the qualification work, supervisor, and reviewer.

Figure 4 shows the view of the page for viewing the list of qualification works by the secretary of the examination committee. It is possible to select the speciality and educational program, educational degree, and graduation date of higher education applicants.

After the secretary of the examination board adds the initial information, the relevant higher education student, supervisor, consultant, and reviewer members of the examination board have access to the Qualification Papers module. There are eight stages for each paper:

- Uploading a qualification paper
- Qualification paper for supervisor’s review
- Qualification work for approval by the head of the department
- Qualification work for checking for borrowing
- Preparing a review and review of the work
- Obtaining admission to the defence
- The work is admitted to the defence
- Completed training

At each stage, the following roles of the subjects of the educational process are envisaged:

- Higher education applicant – uploads the qualification work, can withdraw it for revision, can view all documents that will be attached at each stage;
Figure 2: Procedure of the preparation and defence of qualification work.

- Supervisor/consultant – reviews the qualification work, has the opportunity to send it back for revision, noting deficiencies, or sign the work and submit it to the next stage; prepares and signs a review of the qualification work; has the opportunity to review all documents related to the qualification work;
- Head of the department – can view the general list of higher education students and the stages of each qualification work; has access to view all qualification works and accompanying documents; for each work that is approved by the head, can put their electronic signature or send the work for revision, noting the shortcomings;
- The employee responsible for checking the work with anti-plagiarism systems – uploads the qualification work file to the specialised software used by the higher education institution to check qualification works for borrowing; generates and uploads borrowing certificates to the IS; has the opportunity to return the qualification work for revision in case of non-compliance with regulatory documents;
- Reviewer – can review qualification papers and accompanying documents and download the review file;
- Secretary of the Examination Board – has full access to view all documents for each qualification work; enters information about the supervisor, reviewer, and topics of qualification works into the IS; checks documents and admits to the defence; enters
information about the date, time and place of the defence into the IS; enters information about the grade received by the applicant at the defence;

- An employee of the examination board – has the opportunity to review qualification works that are allowed for defence and all accompanying documents.

At the first stage of the process, the higher education applicant uploads the qualification work, which is signed with an electronic signature, through a personal electronic account (figure 5).

Next, the qualification work is submitted to the supervisor for consideration. At this stage, the higher education applicant is displayed an informational message about the need to wait for the decision of the work supervisor. The applicant can also withdraw the work and return to the previous stage, “Uploading qualification work”.

For the work manager in the IS, the main page and the left menu display the number of tasks waiting for review and feedback. For convenience, the numbers for the supervisor in the left menu are displayed in different colours: the number of tasks pending review is in red, and the number of functions for writing a review is in orange. A list of tasks assigned to the supervisor will be displayed by clicking on the corresponding menu item. If this user has other roles, they will also see information about the number of pending tasks (figure 6).

After selecting the qualification work, you will be taken to a page that displays general information about the work and learning outcomes of the higher education applicant, including grades for the entire period of study and summary statistics of tests and exams. For the convenience of viewing the qualification work and, at further stages, the accompanying documents,
it is possible to view each document directly in the browser and the ability to download the copy by clicking on the appropriate button (figure 7).

At the bottom of the window, a panel is displayed that allows you to notify the higher education student and record the decision made by the supervisor of the qualification work in the IS. If the work meets all the requirements, the supervisor must sign it with an electronic signature, upload the file to the appropriate form, and click the button to transfer the work to the next stage (figure 8).

If the work contains deficiencies and needs to be revised, the supervisor must describe them appropriately and click the button to return the work to the applicant for revision (figure 9).

After that, the applicant will see a notification in the electronic cabinet and will be able to download a new version of the qualification work.

In many higher education institutions, it is common practice to check qualification papers for compliance with formal requirements, which the relevant authorised persons carry out. We will call this process the stage of standard control of qualification works. In the context of digitalisation of the process of preparation and defence of qualification works, the stage of normative control should be provided after the stage of approval of the qualification work by the supervisor and before the stage of revision of the work by the head of the department.

At the stage of normative control, the authorised person checks the qualification work for the correctness of the work, the presence of all necessary sections and the availability of mandatory supporting documents and materials (for example, for IT specialities - Git repositories with software code). In case of deviations from the approved requirements, the authorised person describes all the identified shortcomings in the text field and returns the work for revision. Next, the student must upload a new version of the qualification work and go through the approval stage by the supervisor. If the work meets all the applicable requirements, the work is transferred to the stage of approval by the head of the department.
Figure 5: Interface for uploading a qualification work by a higher education student.
If the supervisor approves the work, it is transferred to the next stage – approval by the head of the graduating department. At this stage, the head of the department has two options. The first option is to approve the work, sign it electronically, and submit it to the next stage. The second option is to return the result for revision to the higher education student with an indication of the shortcomings. The interface for the head of the department is implemented similarly to the interface of the head (figure 8, 9).

If the head of the department has passed the work to the next stage, the result is placed in the queue for checking for borrowings. At this stage, the responsible person uses a particular software product to analyse the content of the qualification work for borrowings from other sources. If borrowings are found, the amount and sources of each borrowing are determined. The information is formalised in the form of two certificates. The first certificate is generated in the software product used for the verification. The second certificate is a conclusion on the compliance of the work with the internal regulations of the higher education institution and the legislation in general. Each document is electronically signed and uploaded to the IS, which allows all participants in preparing and defending a qualification work to work with the documents as official (figure 10).

Suppose the qualification work is inconsistent with the regulatory framework and legislation. In that case, the result is returned to the higher education applicant for revision and must go through all the previous stages, starting with the first. If the work is found to comply, it proceeds
Figure 7: Viewing general information about the work by the supervisor.

Figure 8: Interface for approval of qualification work by the supervisor.

to the next step – preparation of the supervisor’s feedback and writing a review by the reviewer.

For the supervisor (figure 11, 12) and the reviewer, forms have been implemented that they must fill out in the IS. After filling out the forms, it is possible to generate PDF versions of the feedback and review, which must be downloaded and signed with an electronic signature and uploaded to the IS.

After generating and uploading the signed feedback and review to the IS, the work proceeds
to the next stage – obtaining admission to the defence. At this stage, the secretary of the examination committee checks the conditions for securing access to the reason (internal regulations may set these conditions and may differ from one higher education institution to another). If the applicant cannot be admitted to the security, the reason is indicated in the appropriate field of the form (figure 13).

Suppose a higher education student is admitted to the defence. In that case, the secretary must additionally fill in the fields that indicate the date and time of the reason, the link for online connection, or the place of the defence (figure 14).

Upon completion of the defence, the secretary of the examination committee enters the grade received by the higher education student in the appropriate field in the IS.

An essential element of designing the Zhytomyr Polytechnic Portal was selecting and imple-
menting an approach to storing documents in electronic form.

For storing qualification papers and accompanying documents on the server, the CAdES format (CMS Advanced Electronic Signatures, CMS – Cryptographic Message Syntax) with the DSTU 4145 signature algorithm with signature and data storage in one file (enveloped) and the CAdES-X Long signature format was chosen. The advantage of this approach is storing the original content and the overlaid signature (or several overlaid signatures) in one P7S file.

Several superimposed signatures are used when writing a qualification work. The file signed
by the student, provided there are no comments from the supervisor, is downloaded from the portal and signed by the supervisor. At the stage of approval by the head of the department, similar actions are performed. The result is one file with three P7S electronic signatures.

The borrowing certificate, review and feedback are generated as a PDF file downloaded from the portal and signed with a CAdES electronic signature with the “enveloped” type and CAdES-X Long format.

**Figure 13:** Form of admission of a higher education student to the defence.

**Figure 14:** Entering information about the date, time, and place of defence.
At the same time, this approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantages include downloading a file from the portal and transferring it to an external service for signature application. At this stage, the user may accidentally (or even intentionally) take another file (or another version of the same file), sign it and upload it to the portal. Therefore, each subsequent stage requires manual control of file signatures.

Another disadvantage is the need to store three copies of the qualification work with different sets of signatures:

- The work signed by the student.
- The student and the supervisor sign the work.
- The student signs the work, the supervisor and the head of the department.

This is necessary to ensure the work can be returned to the previous stage when the signature added at the current stage is cancelled.

To improve the procedure for signing files and eliminate the above shortcomings, the signature type was changed to “detached”, and a widget for signing files directly on the portal was introduced. This ensures that the original file and the file with the signature data are stored separately. Using detached signatures to sign qualification papers will increase the number of files on the server for each qualification paper from one to four. The following will be stored separately: the original qualification work file, the student’s signature, the supervisor’s signature, and the head of the department’s signature. The review, feedback, borrowing check certificate, and associated signature files will also be kept separately. Separate storage of the original file and signatures will allow for the “removal” of electronic signatures when the work is returned to the previous stage by deleting the files with the relevant signatures.

Implementing the signature widget directly on the portal eliminates the need to download the file and transfer it to an external service.

4. Discussion

Using the proposed IS module, during 2022-2023, 148 bachelor’s degrees and 31 master’s degree qualification works were defended in the speciality 121 “Software Engineering”. All participants in preparing and supporting qualification works could obtain electronic signatures through Internet banking systems or the State Tax Service to sign documents.

At the same time, in the process of implementing this module of the information system, some problematic issues were identified:

- the need to conduct training and consultations on the use of electronic signatures for students and teaching staff;
- the difficulty of obtaining electronic signatures in Ukraine for foreign applicants;
- dependence on the Internet connection (in case of loss of connection, it is impossible to access electronic documents).
5. Conclusions

Zhytomyr Polytechnic State University has implemented a digital approach to creating and defending qualification papers. This method, tested between 2022 and 2023, has enhanced the quality of the papers and related documents. The shift in focus from generating physical copies to concentrating on the quality and content of the documents is the primary reason for this improvement. If there are any shortcomings, reprinting the entire document is unnecessary; a new version can be created and signed digitally. This eliminates the necessity for in-person collection of signatures from the supervisor, reviewer, and department head, significantly reducing the time spent on document preparation and signing. Future research will involve an external expert assessment of the portal and its modules.
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